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while the other half will allow for
preset questions and response from
the candidates."
Students will receive three
Elections for student body
president, senators, student court ballots when they sign up for the
justices and class officers will be voting process, according to Foss.
during lunch and dinner hours next One of the ballots will be for ICC
Wednesday, March 13 at the Hodson and one for student body president
The other ballot will be for the
Dining Commons.
candidates
for student senate;
Candidates for student body
however,
Foss
said, the only
president, juniors Mike Hammond,
residence
halls
with races are
chairman of student senate and Glen
Bergwall
and
English
Halls,
Tepe, junior class president, will
"There's
a
real
need
for students
speak for three minutes in chapel on
to
think
seriously
about
getting
Wednesday before the election
involved
in
TSO,"
Foss
said.
process begins, according to Ken
"I think there's going to be a
Foss, vice president of student
vacuum
in the leadership at Taylor
services.
soon,"
Foss
said. "There are people
Both candidates were involved
involved
this
year, but for the
in an informal debate in Olson Hall
last night, Foss said, and will debate coming years there isn't enough
again in Bergwall Hall on Monday. interest"
All students are encouraged to
"The debates woe set up and
photo by Jm Ganinger
students from the other residence vote Wednesday, Foss said, and
TAYLOR TAKES HTLE-A capacityTaylor crowd cheers the Trojan
halls were invited to attend them," seniors are allowed to vote for next
men on as they take the NAIA District 21 Championship title in
year's freshmen.
he said.
Wednesday's
game against Franklin College.
See story page 8
According to Foss, once the
They will also be involved in
Tuesday night's annual debate at voting has closed, all the ballots are
8:15 in the Stuart Room, Foss said. counted by members of the Student
"There will be a question and Services Council (SSQ, and the
instructed my officers to allow them
answer time, but this debate will be process is supervised by Tim by Michael D. Mortensen
more formal," Foss said. "It will be Schoon, student body president and campus editor
to do this," Wallis said.
moderated and about half the time Larry Mealy, director of leadership
According to Wallis, Campus
will be devoted to student questions, development and student programs.
Safety
will not be spending more
Campus Safety has recently
time
patrolling
for speed offenders,
purchased and installed a radar gun
and
speed
traps
and hiding behind
in it's patrol car to monitor
buildings
will
not
be done.
accelerated speeds on campus,
"We
don't
want
this radar gun
according to Dave Wallis, director
used
by
our
department
Dukes of
of campus safety.
Hazard
style,"
he
said.
In the past, officers could only
"None of the officers will use
determine a person to be speeding
the
machine until the minimal
by pacing the car or through
training
is complete," Wallis said.
observation if the car was coming
Along
with helping officers
the opposite direction, Wallis said.
determine
the
actual speed of drivers
"Before it was educated guess
on
campus,
Wallis
also hopes the
work, but now we can document the
radar
gun
will
deter
drivers from
speed via the (radar) gun," he said.
Students would complain we going over the speed limit of 20
did not have actual proof how fast m.p.h.
"You don't think going 20
they were driving.
Often it was one's word against m.p.h. is that big a deal, but as you
another, which caused tension increase your speed, you decrease
between the officer and the student, your response time and reaction to
and it made it difficult for Student a situation," Wallis said.
"If you double the speed, you
Court to make a judgment on an
quadruple the force on a body," he
appeal, Wallis said.
"The radar gun is a tool used to said.
This means you increase the
lessen the tension between students
and the officers," he said. "This force of the car nine times by just
will take some burden off the going 20 m.ph. faster, Wallis said.
College campuses normally
officers, and it will help in the
photoby Steve Hekn
have
low speed limits due to the
confrontation
with
speed
amount
of pedestrian traffic, he said.
KID'S CARNIVAL VOLUNTEER—Jennifer Spencer, freshman, offenders."
"It's
cars
against people, and people
fills helium balloons for children that crowded in the Hodson Dining
"If a student wants to come
don't
normally
come out too well."
Commons for the Kid's Carnival held last Saturday.
back to the car to check die gun, I've

by Ann Calkins
editor

Radar Gun Purchased

Taylor
student
named
one of
nation's
best
from the Taylor News Bureau
When Mark Willis began
writing an expert system for one of
his computer classes he had no idea
he'd end up being named as one of
the nation's top students because of
it.
Willis, a January 1991
graduate, was one of 62 students
who received honorable mention
for USA Today's All USA College
Academic Team and one of two
students named from Indiana
colleges and universities—the other
being a first team member from
Notre Dame.
Recognized for his scientific
research, the computer science and
math major worked with Dr. Arthur
White, associate professor of
computing and system sciences and
research director of the artificial
intelligence program, on "one piece
of a large puzzle" to automate the
Pap Smear screening process.
Willis co-wrote an expert
computer system that would
distinguish abnormal cervical cells
from normal cells.
"The goal is to someday
automate the process to reduce the
workload fo the lab technicians by
screening out most of the completely
normal slides, which is 80% of all
Pap Smears, allowing the
technologist to devote adequate time
to the difficult slides," Willis said.
Willis' findings were presented
last April at the National Conference
on Undergraduate research in New
York, and published in the
proceedings for the conference.
He also co-authored a project
and paper given at the International
Conference on Modeling and
Simulation held at the University of
Pittsburgh for his development of a
system whereby the university could
plan and realistically fund all major
facility maintenance.
This is the second year Taylor
has had a student named as one of
the top 100 "best and brightest"
college students in the nation for
academic achievement.
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by Tim Schoon
student body president

Perspectives and Issues

Students need to cast votes
Next Wednesday, you the position.
Before the campaign began,
Taylor student body will decide who
Mike
and Glen developed a
your student leadership will be for
"Gentleman's
Agreement" which
next year.
set
a
limit
cm
how
much they would
As you consider how you will
spend
on
die
campaign.
vote, I would encourage you to look
Beginning this year a limit will
for the following characteristics in
be
set
each year on how much
the candidates: integrity, a strong
student
body president candidates
relationship and committment with
the Lord, and familiarity with the will be allowed to spend on the
student body, administration, campaign.
This policy was brought about
faculty and staff.
In the race for student body because last year the candidates
president, I believe the vote will be spent an exorbitant amount of
close. Both Mike Hammond and money.
The student body president's
Glen Tepe are strong candidates
and would do a good job in the main responsibility is to be a

Seminar to
focus on
substance
abuse issue

representative for the entire student
body on the student life committee,
university cabinet, parents cabinet
and various other committees as
necessary.
The second responsibility is to
oversee the Taylor Student
Organization (TSO) by leading the
executive cabinet consisting of the
vice-president positions of TSO.
During the next few days talk
to the candidates and listen to what
they have to say as you make your
decision.
Remember to vote on
Wednesday!

In the spirit of singleness..

by Rob G. Newcomer
staff reporter
The social work department
and student development will cosponsor the "Substance Abuse:
Detection and Intervention"
seminar, from 7:30 a.m. until 3 p.m.,
Tuesday, March 12, in the igecital
Hall.
The speaker will be Carol
Naylor, a private counselor from
Oak Forest, 111.
She specializes in drug and
alcohol addiction. She has two
children that are currently attending
Taylor University, Jennifer,
sophomore, and Timothy, freshman.
"We want students to be able to
recognize the signs of drug and
alcohol addiction so that they can
be sensitive to fellow students that
are hurting and aid them in getting
help," John Wallace, associate
professor of social work, said.
Students and faculty members
are encouraged to attend, according
to Wallace.
"We want the people in the
faculty positions to detect addiction
problems and intervene in that
person's life," he said.

Correction:
In last week's issue, we
neglected to mention the cost
of the CLEP exams being
offered in the Testing Office.
The cost is $35 for the
test and an additional $25 for
adding the credit to the
transcript.
Also Steve Roggenbaum
was incorrectly identified. He
is a sophomore.
We apologize for the
errors.
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Program to provide new
teaching opportunity
will explain the skills and materials
necessary to effectively teach
English as a secondary language.
On July 27, the students will
A new program this summer
travel
to the Dominican to begin
will permit students to earn six hours
teaching.
of academic credity by teaching
Participants will earn three
English as a second language in the
Dominican Republic. The dates for hours of cross-cultural credit and
this Taylor-sponsored project are three hours of ESC (English as a
secondary language).
July 15-August 23.
The cost will be $850 for
"This is an exciting opportunity
because students will be helping tuition, room and board during the
people in the Dominican Republic first two weeks, and $2,250 for the
to get better jobs," said Dr. Betty time spent in the Dominican
Messer, assistant professor of Republic.
Students are encouraged to
modern languages and co-director
of the project "It's exciting because raise support through TWO for the
of the direct effect the students will latter expenses.
Messer plans to arrange an
have on the people."
orientation
meeting before spring
Messer emphasized that no
vacation for interested individuals.
Spanish background is necessary.
"This is a new concept for
She said, "We are looking for
those with good interpersonal skills, Taylor—combining a missions trip
cross-cultural skills, and a desire and academic credit," shesaid. "But
we are hoping to make it an annual
for service."
In preparation for the trip, project"
Brad Pontius, director of
students will have two weeks of onstudent
ministries, is co-directing
campus instruction.
In these sessions, instructors the program.
by Karen Harvey
staff reporter

Religion, history to be addressed
by Steve Mozingo
staff reporter

photo by Sieve Holm

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS—Dick Pumell.directorof Single

Life Resources, encouraged students to build friendships with
members of the opposite sex as he addressed the student
body during Singleness Week.

Language Placement Exams
The Department of Modern Languages will
give language placement exams in French,
German, and Spanish on Tuesday, March
12, 1991 at 7 p.m. in RC140.

fr

rfhree Oaks

Bed and
Breakfast

•less than one mile from campus
•call for reservations
a comfortable place to stay for
parents visiting Taylor students

722 S. Main St. Upland

998-7080

The history department will
be sponsoring a seminar on Monday,
March 18 from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. in
the Butz-Carruth Recital Hall.
Dr. Gordon Mork, a professor
at Purdue University, will be
speaking on the unfair treatment of
religion in history textbooks.
"One topic of concern is our
textbooks of today deals with
religion and how it is carried out in

the educational system," said Tom
Jones, assistant professor of history.
Jones also said Mork will be
focusing on how world religions
are denied adequate treatment and
analysis in history books.
"Mork will also show how
religion has had such a powerful
influence on us, and how historians
have failed to deal with critical
question corresponding to religion
in the modem historical textbooks
of today," Jones said.
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Nostalgia Night brings
'Rock around the Clock'
by Mark £ Sulka
entertainment editor
Possibly no other night in the
entertainment wonderland of Taylor
requires more preparation by more
people than Nostalgia Night
This year's theme, "Rock
Around the Clock," illustrates not
only the show itself, but also the
amount of time the performers have
spent preparing.
"When the lights go down and
the crowd just goes crazy, that's
what it really pays off," said senior
Chris Plummer, core band guitarist
and conductor for this year's
Nostalgia Night
"We don't really get much else
for all we do," said bassist Brad
Granneman, junior, "just the
enjoyment and experience of the
show and a Nostalgia Night jacket"
According to Plummer, this
year's show is shaping up as the
experience it should always be.
Vintage cars and dressing the
part are staples of the traditional
Nostalgia Night atmosphere and the
core band plans to look every bit
like the musicians who wrote the
music they perform.
After Plummer chose the theme
"Rock Around the Clock," the
particular songs to be performed by
students were chosen by group
consideration.

The Core Band

"We had to cut some really
good acts because the songs had
beat done before or had been played
on the radio too much," Granneman
said.
Once the program was settled
on, the practicing began.
"It's really tough to find a good
time to play together," said senior
Mark Routt, Nostalgia Night
drummer for his second year. "All
of us are in other bands and have
other commitments that are
important."
As group leader, Plummer tries
to assemble the group to fit in the
most practice time possible before
the show.
The core band will be
supporting about 15 of the 20

Practice makes perfect
for senior band leader
by Mark E. Sulka
entertainment editor
Practice makes perfect, as
senior mass communications
systems major Chris Plummer will
tell you.
The
guitarist
from
Philadelphia has spent hundreds
of hours practicing in 11 years of
playing.
To make this year's Nostalgia
Night memorable in its own right,
Plummer and the other members
of the band have put aside most
everything to work out the kinks'
in the musical backdrop of
Nostalgia Night
With so much involvement,
such luxuries as sleeping become
expendable.
"I bet I haven't really had the
right amount of sleep for the last
two months since we started
planning Nostalgia Night,"
Plummer said.
Plummer performs most often
with his own band, Another
Miracle, playing mostly original
music written by the group.
Juggling the two different
committments has become almost
habitual for Plummer as he's

played in the last four Nostalgia
Night shows and Variety Shows.
Plummer gets the group
started by transcribing the selected
songs, or figuring out the music
from the original swigs, note by
note.
"We try to get as close as we
can with the transcriptions, but
it's hard to do it perfect for about
15 songs," Plummer said.
"Working with the core band is a
lot of fun, but we get pretty stressed
out It's great when we finally get
to work with a vocalist and polish
our performance."
Underclassmen
Brad
Granneman, Rob Wegner and Tim
McDaniels will take the proverbial
torch from seniors Plummer and
Mark Routt as part of die Taylor
tradition of Nostalgia Night core
band.
This year, Granneman
worked alongside Plummer to
learn the process of producing
Nostalgia Night.
As Plummer finishes his
involvement with Nostalgia Night
and Variety Show he looks ahead
to a career in video production
with corporations.

photo by Melissa Halpem

scheduled acts, so practices that are
usually pretty fun can get pretty
intense
'You'll see a lot of steam being
blown off at the show itself. We're
not just putting on an act for the
show, but we really release a lot of
tension," Granneman said," because
we finally get to perform."
Plummer,
Routt
and
Granneman are joined in the core
band on guitar by Rob Wegner,
junior, and on keyboards by Tim
McDaniels, sophomore.
This year's hom section is lead
by sophomore Layne Ihde on
trumpet along with senior Mitch
Beaverson on saxophone and
sophomore Bob Hughes on
trombone. Mitch Evers, senior, will
be the core band vocalist
According to Tom Sena, SAC
special activities coordinator, about
100 students are working together
to make this year's Nostalgia Night
one of the biggest and best yet
The stage set-up is designed by
David Vermeesch, senior and Kyle
Schroedcr, junior, with the "Rock
Around the Clock" theme in mind
and Aaron Swihart, senior, will
control the newly revamped sound
system.

Best
If you've been saving and saving for that one dream weekend and
week of entertainment, this is it
Get the checkbook out Kill the fatted calf.
There's entertainment aplenty.
•The Golden Raintree Singers perform in The Rediger Chapel/
Auditorium tonight at 8:15 as part of the Taylor Performing Artist
Series.
A varied repertoire includes Broadway tunes, 19th Century
popular songs and operatic excerpts with some potpourri of Indiana
mingled in.
Tickets are available fa $3.50 at the Communication Arts Ticket
Office, call ext 5289, or at the door.
'To KM a Mockingbird slingshots into the Repertory Theatre at
Christian Theological Seminary, 1000 W. 42nd Street, in Indianapolis.
Tonight is opening night for the program which runs the next
three weekends at C.T.S.
Tickets are only $6 for pupils, a $10 if you are an adult.
For more information a reservations, which are recommended,
call (317) 923-1516.

•ICC and SAC and Custer and Hoose join as a united front to

make your entertainment and dining decisions simple fa at least one
evening this semester, Saturday at 7 p.m in the DC.
If you don't have a ticket for the dinner by now, but really, really
want to see the comedy-drama duo, pay only $3 at the door.
Diner's Club cards are also accepted, though discouraged.
•The Fort Wayne Philharmonic strolls through the music of
yestercentury Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center in Fort Wayne.
This performance features the principal violist and clarinettist of
the orchestra.
Tickets arc available to students and seniors (no, not the class of
'91) fa just $4 one hour before the show.
•This year's Nostalgia Night guarantees a cool, groovy and hip
gala fa anyone with a little time to spare Wednesday night at the usual
time of 8:15 p.m.
Put the books down and get a life for a change; tickets are cheap
and the thrills last forever.
•Alyson Forbes Flynn exhibits a variety of her own, personal
artwork until March 29 downstairs in the Rediger Chapel/Auditorium.
•Heywood Banks, the comedian who David Letterman called,
"The silliest man in show business," unpacks his squeaky clean standup act at the Murat Theatre in Indianapolis Friday, March 15 at 7:30
p.m.
Charge by calling (317) 239-5151.
I'm telling you early so we can all go.

JERRAM BARFS • DIRECTOR

Granneman describes the set
as being the most functional of the
sets he has seen in Variety Shows
and Nostalgia Nights past The
core band worked with the designers
of this year's show, Plummer said,
to make it better for everyone,
audience included.
According to Sena, various
masters of ceremonies from each
dam will host the show. "David
Thompson and Chris Clark (seniors)
are helping select the emcees from
each dorm," Sena said.
The show is always the main
event on Nostalgia Night But,
students can also expect hamburgers
and fries for dinner in the Hodson
Dining Commons to get them in the
mood fa- the show, according to Pat
Thurman, assistant director of the
D.C.

•

Francis A. Schacffer
1912- I9S4

WRITE OR CALL:
Covenant Seminary
12330 Conway Road
St. Louis, PIO 63141
(314) 434-4044

OTHER DEGREE PROGRAMS
Master of Arts
Master of Divinity
Master of Theology
Doctor of Ministry

Covenant Seminary would like to invite you to
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY WEEKEND. For more
information call Paul Billy at 1-800-264-8064.

1991 Election Eve: A History of Taylor Student G
Elections bring changes, continuity
system are the boys' and girls'
student representatives."
This article in die 1947-48
Gem
continued by explaining
Chapel chimes, fire drills,
and coal shortages were among that student representatives,
the election promises made in "endeavor to present the
the 1949-50 student body student's view to the facutly
president elections at Taylor, member of the committee."
According to
while today
Walt Campbell,
students found
associate vice
campaign
president
of
posters filled
s
t
u
d
e
n
t
with promises
development,
concerning
die issues have
c a m p u s
c h a n g e d
maintenance,
throughout the
recycling,
years while die
open houses,
g
e n e r a l
and increased
of
concerns
abortion
students
have
awareness.
remained the
Life
at
same.
Taylor
has Greg Maurer registers his vote for
"When I was
changed, but student body president with Marge
a student at
has it really? Cook in the 1961 Ilium.
Taylor
in the
Students still
women
were
mid
1960's
have the same concerns and
required
to
wear
dresses,"
complaints while student body
presidents still attempt to address Campbell said. "Finally, an
them much like they have agreement was reached so
throughout Taylor's histoiy of women could wear slacks."
Clearly, the issues have
elections.
changed;
however students
The goal of the student body
presidents has traditionally been concerns continue to involve
to serve as a liaison between the many of the same areas involving
S u n d a y
library hours,
fall break,
and the food
at the dining
commons.
According to
the 1950-51
Gem, in that
y e a r ' s
election a
candidate
promised to
work with die
"complications
Diane and Dave Oman served as a brother and sister of
the
team as vice president and president of Student c a f e t e r i a
Government Organization in 1972-73.
system."
Back in
1991,
one
of
the
campaign
student body and the university
posters cited "belter service in
administration.
"Student
Government the dining commons" as a
Organization provides, services campaign goal.
As student body presidents
and seeks to represent student
interests before the university," have continued to work on
similar student concerns, many
explained the 1971-72 Ilium.
have
shared
similar
An earlier yearbook in
Taylor's history explained the demographic traits.
Althougi traditionally men
role of student representatives

by Jenifer Voskuil
associate editor

as, "a vital part of our governing

have held the position of student

body president at Taylor, two development/student programs,
women in Taylor's histoiy have TSO is currently trying to
encourage
held the position
more minority
of student body
students
to
president.
b
e
c
o
m
e
In 1985-86
involved
in
Amy Bixel was
s
t
u
d
e
n
t
elected
as
government.
Taylor's first
No matter
w o m a n
what gender or
president.
race,
any
Shawn Mulder
student
body
later followed
her in 1989-90. Student Body President Kermit president will
f
a
c
e
M i n o r i t i e s Welty, from the 1972 Ilium.
difficulties.
have also served
As student body presidents
as student body presidents in the
have
attempted to represent the
past. In the late 1950's an afroamerican held the positon of student body, some have
with
the
senior class president and struggled
responsibilities
of
the
positioa
recently in 1988-89 Richard
For Campbell, the role of
Muthiah (Indian descent) served
the
student body president not
as president
According to Larry Mealy, only entails serving as a
sounding board" between
director
of
leadership

Student government changes with the
administration and students, but
he also should involve providing
vision of what the university
should be about while bringing
crucial issues in front of the
student body.
"The president must be a
catalyst—someone who is
willing to take a risk," he said.
"I hope the role of SGO next
year will be to challenge the
usurping of control," wrote the
1975-76 student body president
in the Ilium.
He continued by saying, "If
they (the president and cabinet)
are not meeting the goal then it
is the duty of the student body to
challenge them."
"The argument in the
Ferdinand Friemuth complex is
that die institution outlives the
student," he wrote. "In reality,
the institution ceases to exist
when it fails to serve the student"

Ringenberg also states that
it was Dr. Milo Rediger, past
president of Taylor University,

by Deb Foster
staff reporter

The idea of student
government has been with
Taylor University since it
was founded, but has
developed
and
strengthened
through
various people and with
time.
According to Dr.
William- Ringenberg,
professor of history, in his
book Taylor
University:
Student Senate from 1920, Taylor's first
The First 125 years, student

government organization,

government first originated
in 1920 when the faculty and
students approved members of a
student council.
The council's function was
to represent the students'
viewpoints to the faculty,
president and trustees.

who had the goal to form a
system
of
community
government where students,
faculty and administration
would participate in various
decision making processes.
It was in 1947 that the

Student
Government
Organization, known as' SGO,
became a legislative body and
possessed a written constitution
which defined
its duties.
According
to
Walt
Campbell,
associate vice
president for
s t u d e n t
development
and dean of
students,
student faculty
c o m m i t t e e s Members of SG
w
e
r
e organization, bef<
established in
the early 1950s.
"Compared with other
schools at the time, student
involvement in government at
Taylor was high," Campbell

Presidential profiles.. .a look at the candidates
Michael Hammond
by Michael D. Mortensen
campus editor
For Michael D. Hammond,
chairman of student senate,
knowledge gained while working
with the executive cabinet and the
Student Life committee has given
him a base to make realistic gods
to the student body.
Hammond feels that after
working closely with Tun Schoon,
current student body president, as
Chairman of the Student Senate, he
has a good picture of what is
involved in being the student body
*1 am confident that my
experience has played a big part in
educating me about the position,"
Hammond said. "You have to have
knowledge because of the

of the student senate, Hammond
has also been on the Food Services
Committee, been involved as a
Youth Conference discussion group
leader, and participated in the Oneon-One program. This year, he has
also worked as the ad designer for
The Echo.
"I feel God has blessed me with
administration talents, and I love
working and serving people,

Hammond said. "I never expected
to run when I first came to Taylor,
but through my experience, it has
grown to this," he said.
If elected, Hammond wants to
improve the amount of recycling
that is done on campus.
"I would set up a program
where a hall council representative
would be selected to be the recycling
coordinator for their hall,"
Hammond said. This person would
then work closely with the Building
and Grounds department
Hammond would also like to
see more containers around campus
including specialized containers in
each dorm room, he said.
Along with improving the
recycling program, Hammond
would also like to see The News of
the Day and Newsline combined
into one publication.
This would save paper, be more
efficent for the student body to read,
and cause less of a mess in the
dining Commons, he said.
Hammond would also like to
see a person from the multiculajral
cabinet be added to the Student
Senate as an ex-oficio (non-voting)
member.
"Senate is supposed to be a
place for a diverse group...lel's get
these people there," he said.

Glen Tepe

,

i hv
by Michael D. Mortensen
campus editor

For Glen Tepe, junior class
is the liaison between the students

number of students to get involved
with decisions made at Taylor.
As the junto class president
and as a member of the Youth
Conference Cabinet, Tepe has

Major:
Christian Education

Home Town:
Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Slogan:
Leadership by Experience

Residence:
Bergwall Hall

Major:
Business Systems

Home Town:
Westmont, III.

Slogan:
Make a Difference

Residence:
Wengatz Hall

He also hopes to do some fine yet he also plans to meet informally
with students in their hall lounges
tuning of TSO.
"It is time we look back and see and plans to meet with the hall
where we can improve," he said. councils.
With these, he also plans to
"Students need to be educated as to
what programs and services are keep office hours for students to
share their concerns with him.
offered by TSO."
Hammond plans to conunue
Next year, Hammond plans to
using the Perspectives and Issues, live on campus in Bergwall Hall.

to plan activities with larger
numbers of people, better results
happen when more input is given.
"If you get input from a lot of
different people, you're almost
assured success," Tepe explained.
number of the student body would
help him in representing the diverse
ideas at Taylor.
"I know a majority of the
campus, and this is important when
representing the student body and
its' needs," he said.
Along with his experience in
ICC and Youth Conference, Tepe
has also worked with Campus Life,
the High School Leadership
Conference, and has been a wing
intramural representative.
If elected, Tepe hopes to weak
to increase the abortion awareness

on campus.
campus. Also, he
he wants students
student
to have a more active role in
decisions involving the dining
commons and maintenance projects
around campus

so the students should have more
input," he said.
Tepe would also like to see a
dual Friday aid Saturday "open
house" policy. Even though this
issue has already been brought up,
Tepe feels that a compromise could
be worked out, he said.
"I've heard students complain
that they can only go over one night
a week," he said.
Tepe plans to address hall and
students and faculty in
possibly once a month, and address
students more routinely by utilizing
the open forums more to better
communicate with the student body.
He feels that "Making
Difference" should be the goal of
Taylor.
"We have the potential,
especially in Grant County, but we
can be utilized belter," he said.
"You have to do the things for
the students, but you also have to do
things for the community you live
in," Tepe explained.
Next year, Tepe plans to live
on campus on First West Wengatz.

Eve: A History of Taylor Student Government

•jes, continuity
body president at Taylor, two development/student programs,
women in Taylor's histoiy have TSO is currently trying to
encourage
held the position
more minority
of student body
students
to
president.
b
e
c
o
m
e
In 1985-86
involved
in
Amy Bixel was
s t u d e n t
elected
as
government.
ray lor's first
No matter
w o m a n
what
gender or
president.
race,
any
Shawn Mulder
student body
later followed
her in 1989-90. Student Body President Kermit president will
f
a
c
e
Minorities Welty, from the 1972 Ilium.
difficulties.
have also served
As student body presidents
is student body presidents in the
oast In the late 1950's an afro- have attempted to represent the
unerican held the positon of student body, some have
with
the
ienior class president and struggled
ecently in 1988-89 Richard responsibilities of the positioa
For Campbell, the role of
Vluthiah (Indian descent) served
the student body president not
is president
According to Larry Mealy, only entails serving as a
lirector
of
leadership "sounding board" between

Student government changes with the times
administration and students, but
he also should involve providing
vision of what the university
should be about while bringing
crucial issues in front of the
student body.
"The president must be a
catalyst—someone who is
willing to take a risk," he said.
"I hope the role of SGO next
year will be to challenge the
usurping of control," wrote the
1975-76 student body president
in the Ilium.
He continued by saying, "If
they (the president and cabinet)
are not meeting the goal then it
is the duty of the student body to
challenge them."
"The argument in the
Ferdinand Friemuth complex is
that the institution outlives the
student," he wrote. "In reality,
the institution ceases to exist
when it fails to serve the student"

„ Between 1980-81 the
said.
Student
Government
constitution
underwent various
The
establishment
of
the
Organization, known as SGO,
changes
and
was made more
committees
and
of
the
legislative
became a legislative body and
possessed a written constitution body gave students the voice formalized. J
The idea of student
Haines spent
which defined
government has been with
the
summer
its duties.
Taylor University since it
putting
together
According
was founded, but has
this
new
to
Walt
developed
and
c
o
n
s
t
i
t
u
t
ion
Campbell,
strengthened
through
w h i c h
associate vice
various people and with
established a
president for
time.
change in name
s t u d e n t
According to Dr.
from SGO to
development
William- Ringenberg,
TSO.
and dean of
professor of history, in his
Along with the
s
t
u
d
e
n
t
s
,
book Taylor University:
Student Senate from 1920, Taylor's first
name
change
student faculty
The First 125 years, student student government organization.
came
several
c o m m i t t e e s Members of SGO from its last year as Taylor's student government
government first originated
other changes.
e
r
e organization, before the change to TSO.
in 1920 when die faculty and who had the goal to form a w
" H a i n e s
of
community established in
students approved members of a system
developed
a
job
description for
that
they
had
wanted.
government
where
students,
the
early
1950s.
student council.
every
position,
he had
'This
was
the
beginning
of
"Compared with other
The council's function was faculty and administration
evaluations
done
on
every
a
new
conception
at
Taylor
and
to represent the students' would participate in various schools at the time, student
position
within
the
organization
involvement in government at of the role that students could
viewpoints to the faculty, decision making processes.
play in government," Larry and all of the student leaders had
Taylor
was high," Campbell
It
was
in
1947
that
the
president and trustees.
Mealy, director of leadership to establish goals for their
development and student positions," Campbell said.
"Lowell Haines had a vision
programs, said.
"Dr. Rediger was ahead of for more significant changes and
his time in establishing the decisions that students could be
student-faculty
and
committees
legislative body. Taylor
on campus. Also, he wants students
by Michael D. Mortensen
started this earlier than
to have a more active role in
campus editor
most
schools
and
decisions involving the dining
became
an
example
that
For Glen Tepe, junia class commons and maintenance projects
they
followed,"
Mealy
around campus.
said.
"Taylor is here for the students,
js tile liaison between the students
When SGO started
and the administration, but he also so the students should have more
out
it consisted of an
input," he said,
executive
council,
Tepe would also like to see a
number of students to get involved
student senate, student
dual Friday and Saturday "open
with decisions made at Taylor.
court and community
As the junia class president house" policy. Even though this
outreach.
and as a member of the Youth issue has already been brought up,
"It was a large
Conference Cabinet, Tepe has Tepe feels that a compromise could
Student government members from 1969.
umbrella of student
learned that while it is more difficult be wotked out, he said.
government
which
"I've heard students complain
to plan activities with larger
Major:
filtered
into
other
activities," involved with," Mealy said.
Major:
numbers of people, better results that they can only go over one night
Business Systems
Since the beginning of TSO
Christian Education
Campbell
said.
happen when more input is given. a week," he said.
in
1981
there have been several
The
popularity
of
being
Tepe plans to address hall and
Home Town:
"If you get input from a tot of
Home Town:
involved in SGO decreased some changes and additions to the
Westmont, III.
different people, you're almost wing meetings occasionally, address
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
in 1969 and throughout the organization and structure.
assured success," Tepe explained. students and faculty in chapel
Slogan:
Vietnam era.
A
vice-president
for
Slogan:
possibly once a month, and address
Make a Difference
Leadership by Experience
"Student
interest
in
leadership
development,
a
multi
students
more
routinely
by
utilizing
number of the student body would
government was low during this cultural coordinator and a viceResidence:
help him in representing the diverse the open forums more to better
Residence:
time and I can remember president for finance have been
Wengatz Hall
communicate with the student body.
ideas at Taytor.
Bergwall Hall
students
deciding to run for established.
He
feels
that
"Making
a
"I know a majority of the
office
the
night before the
Last year Inter-Class
Difference"
should
be
the
goal
of
campus, and this is important when
elections
were
to
take
place,"
Council
(ICC) became a part of
representing the student body and Taytor.
Campbell
said.
TSO and recently the Student
"We have the potential,
He also hopes to do some fine yet he also plans to meet informally its' needs," he said.
Changes
started
taking
place
Activity Council (SAC) became
especially
in
Grant
County,
but
wc
with
students
in
their
hall
lounges
tuning of TSO.
Along with his experience in
in the structure and purpose of a part of the organization.
"It is time we took back and see and plans to meet with the hall ICC and Youth Conference, Tepe can be utilized better," he said.
SGO when Lowell Haines,
"The key to the strength and
where we can improve," he said. councils.
"You have to do the things fa
has also worked with Campus Life,
former
Wengatz
Hall
director,
continuing
success of TSO is
"Students need to be educated as to
With these, he also plans to the High School Leadership the students, but you also have to do
became the director of student the
involvement
and
what programs and services are keep office hours fa students to Conference, and has been a wing things fa the community you live
programs.
committment
of
students,"
in," Tepe explained.
«heir concerns with him.
offered by TSO."
intramural representative.
Campbell said.
Hammond plans to continue
Next year, Tepe plans to live
Next year, Hammond plans to
If elected, Tepe hopes to wok
using the Perspectives and Issues, live on campus in Bergwall Hah.
lo increase the abortion awareness on campus on First West Wengatz..

by Deb Foster
staff reporter

Ringenberg also states that
it was Dr. Milo Rediger, past
president of Taylor University,

Presidential profiles.. .a look at the candidates
Michael Hammond
by Michael D. Mortensen
campus editor
For Michael D. Hammond,
chairman of student senate,
knowledge gained while working
with the executive cabinet and the
Student Life committee has given
him a base to make realistic goals
for the student body.
Hammond feels that after
waking closely with Tim Schcjon,
current student body president, as
Chairman of the Student Senate, he
has a good picture of what is
involved in being the student body
president.
"I am confident that my
experience has played a big part in
educating me about die position,"
Hammond said. "You have to have
knowledge because of the
diversification in TSO,"
of the student senate, Hammond
has also been on the Food Services
Committee, been involved as a
Youth Conference discussion grog)
leader, and participated in the Oneon-One program. This year, he has
also woriced as the ad designer fa
The Echo.
'1 feel God has blessed me with
administration talents, and I love
working and serving people,"

Hammond said. "I never expected
to run when I first came to Taylor,
but through my experience, it has
grown to this," he said.
If elected, Hammond wants to
improve the amount of recycling
that is done on campus.
"I would set up a program
where a hall council representative
would be selected to be the recycling
coordinator for their hall,"
Hammond said. This person would
then work closely with the Building
aid Grounds department
Hammond would also like to
see more containers around campus
including specialized containers in
each dorm room, he said.
Along with improving the
recycling program, Hammond
would also like to see The News of
the Day and Newsline combined
into one publication.
This would save paper, be more
efficent for the student body to read,
and cause less of a mess in the
dining Commons, he said.
Hammond would also like to
see a person from the multicultural
cabinet be added to the Student
Senate as at ex-oficio (non-voting)
member.
"Senate is supposed to be a
place fa a diverse group-let's get
these people there," he said.

Glen Tepe
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England Lighthouse team accomplishes Choir to
perform in
goals; shares Christ's love over Interterm arts series

by Charity Singleton
staff reporter
Ten Taylor students spent the
month of January in England as part
of the Lighthouse 1991 team.
The purpose of this Lighthouse
trip, according to sophomore John
Filka, was to "share the love of
Christ with all those [with whom]
we came into contact"
Much of their goal was
accomplished through the program
that they performed throughout the
Birmingham area, he said.

schools, consisted of seven or eight
songs, several skits, a rap, and a
puppet show.
Filka also said at least one
member of the group gave his
testimony after each performance.
These testimonies opened up
conversation with members of the
audience upon the conclusion of the
performance.
Twenty-four children made
first-time decisions of faith during
the time that the England Lighthouse
team was in England.

The Rev. Robert Griffin, former
Taylor University campus pastor,
The program, which was and his wife Connie were advisors
performed for various types of for the England Lighthouse trip.
groups including youth hostels, Filka said that the Griffins were
churches, nursing homes, and great for the group.

The team visited Greene
College of Oxford University and
attended Shakespeare's Richard II
at Stratfoid-on-Avon, Filka said.
Filka added that being a
member of the England Lighthouse
team taught him more about "the
He said, the students were able Lord's true faithfulness, especially
to see how effectively "they when we prayed."
displayed the love and joy of the
He also encouraged others to
Lord."
get invotoved in the Lighthouse
The students spent most of their
program if they are interested at all.
three week stay in England in guest
The group consisted of
hemes of the members of Riverside
Fellowship in Birmingham, sophomores Filka, Kirk Newcomer,
Kari Parker, and Dan Perkins,
England.
juniors Michelle Gates, Sharon
After the lighthouse team's
Mattocks, Tanya Mishler, Heather
ministry was completed, the group
Myers, Kim Robots, and Linda
had time to tour other areas of
Stonick.
England.

Although the students were not
able to spend much time with the
Griffins before the trip because they
no longer live in the area, Filka said
the group really got to know them
well.

by Eric VanVlymen
staff reporter
The Taylor University Brass
Choir will perform at 7 p.m.,
Sunday,March 17,attheChapel
Hill United Methodist Church
in Indianapolis.
The choir is participating in
Chapel Hill's annual performing
arts series.
Chapel Hill invites a wide
range of colleges in Indiana to
perform in theseries. Taylor has
been involved with this event
for the past several years.
The brass choir is directed by
Dr. Albert Harrison, professor
of music.

Bahamas trip faces challenges
The team's cabins were broken
into three different times.
During
one
of
their
Fourteen Taylor students performances at a church, a team
performed in the Bahamas over member mentioned the robberies.
Interterm with Taylor World
The pastor, during the service,
Outrcach's 20th annual Lighthouse
asked each team member what had
trip to the Bahamas.
been taken.
Nicknamed "Plan B" because
He then asked for the total value
nothing went according to plan, the
of the losses, which was estimated
students performed for elementary
to be $300 or $400.
school students, junior high and high
He proceeded to collect a love
school students, churches, a prison
offering for the team. The amount
and a pre-school, according to
of the offering was $1,855, the
Chuck and Shirley Moore, coMoores said.
sponsors of the trip.
"We didn't know what the
The Moores arc adjunct Taylor
excess money was for," they said.
faculty and Wycliffe missionaries
That is, until two of the team
in residence.
members were involved in a carThe students totalled 31
performances with an average of bus accident. The cost to repair
both vehicles matched the love
photo by Sieve Hekn
two per day.
Not everything went according offering.
Than the Eye Can See" sponsored by the Minority
"The positives outweighed the YOU LOOK MARVELOUS-Tim Weeks, junior,
to plan, but God was faithful, the
Student Organization and held last night in the
negatives, and the negatives showed looks over his shoulder to admire Margo Horsey,
Moores said.
Rediger Chapel/Auditorium.
that God provides," the Moores said. freshman, at the Cultural Extravaganza, "...More
by Sarah Winters
staff reporter

We Touch Lives
• Solid commitment to the
Scriptures and evangelical
theology
• Competent scholarship and
academic preparation
• Dynamic spirit of fellowship
and community
• Exciting integration of faith,
learning and life
Innovative programs including
Extention campuses in
Cleveland and Detroit
S1™1 Two distinct counseling
programs, both clinical
— and pastoral
Master of Divinity
Master of Arts
Doctor of Ministry

Ashland
Theological
Seminary
910 Center St.

Ashland, OH 44805
(419) 28? 5161

Things you've
always
ponderedbut
never asked

by April L Walker
features editor
In recent years, the Taylor
campus has been inundated with
flyers, pencils, and balloons during
election time.
The money to pay for all this
material must come from
somewhere, but where?
Taylor Student Organization
(TSO) supplies each candidate for
the office of student body president
who has obtained the necessary
signatures on their campaign
petitions before the deadline $75
toward their campaign.
The rest comes from the
pockets of the candidates. This
year, Glen Tepe and Michael D.
Hammond
have
made a

"gentleman's
agreement,"
according to Tepe, that the
campaigns not exceed $250.
"Not only does it keep the cost
more reasonable, but it also makes
us be more creative," Tepe said.
According to Kenneth Foss,
vice president of student services,
TSO is enthusiastic about the top
placed on campaign spending and
plans on enforcing it in years to
come.
Foss said that the vice president
of student services, the director of
student programs, and the student
body president would set a limit on
the campaign spending each year
after talking to the candidates and
hearing what they are willing to
spend.

The intent is that it will force
the candidates to "keep it to
content," said Foss.
This limit was a response to
recent campaign spending at
Taylor.
Last year, the average cost of
the four campaigns was close to
$290, with the most expensive
campaign reaching $550.
The two campaigns that took
place in 1989 cost around $125 and
$250.
Shawn Mulder, student body
president in 1989-1990, said she
thought the limit was a good idea.
"Sometimes
there
are
candidates who are highly qualified,
but don't have lots of money to
spend on the campaign," she said.

Mnrrhfi.
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Students make Interterm
trip to the 'Big Apple'
by Karen Van Prooyen
staff reporter

center from a balcony and see
newscasters Diane Sawyer, Peter
Jennings, and several other familiar
While most Taylor students faces.
were watching the news of the war
on television over Interterm, senior
communications majors were in
u
It was good to see
New York City learning firsthand
Christians
working in the
about the coverage of the war.
media
and
the
impact they
The trip, taken as part of senior
had.
»
seminar, was the first of its kind in
—Deb
Foster,
senior
many years for the department.
In New York City, the students
split up into two groups.
The mass communications
"It was good to see Christians
working
in the media and the impact
majors were led by Dr. Charles
(Tim) Kirkpatrick, associate they had," said senior mass
professor of communication arts, communication major Deb Foster.
while Dr. Jessica Rousselow,
"It encouraged me and gave me
professor of communication arts,
hope that I could also have an impact
directed the trip for the as a Christian working the media."
communication studies and theater
According to Rousselow, the
majors.
purpose of their time in New York
The mass commucations City was to understand what is
majors were able to visit the New happening in the professional
York Times, all three major network theater today, possible directions
broadcast facilities, and Sports for theater in the future, and to learn
Illustrated.
about some job oportunities in
The purpose in going, advertising, missionary work, and
Kirkpatrick said, was to "visit key theater in order to make some
mass media institutions, print and judgments about the future
broadcast, in the city and to give directions of jobs.
students a feel for that center of the
The group was able to see at
trade."
least
four Broadway plays and attend
They had contacts in many of
seminars
by an advertising
the institutions who were believers,
executive,
an
actor on Broadway
as well as professionals in this area
and
television,
and by senior
of business, who were able to share
Elizabeth
Varnhagan's
father, who
how God worked in their lives and
spoke
to
the
group
about the
directed them.
McCaulley-Waterstreet
Mission.
Due to increased security
The group also visited the major
measures taken by the networks after
sights in the city like Ellis Island,
the war broke out, some of the tours
the Statue of Liberty, various
were threatened with cancellation,
museums, and different ethnic
according to Kirkpatrick.
sections of the city.
But in each instance, someone
Senior communication studies
on the inside, a believer, felt it would
major Leigh Evink said, "For me,
be of benefit to the students and
since I am a small town girl, having
went to extra lengths to obtain
to deal with the vast variety of ethnic
security clearance for the group, he
groups that exist in a large city like
said.
New York will be beneficial in the
The highlight of the trip, said
future. Also, getting input from
Kirkpatrick, was being shown
professionals on how to get a job
around the ABC facilities by the
and how to present yourself to get a
Executive Producer of the news
job in the communication business
portion of Good Morning America.
was very bcnficial."
They were able to see the news

OUR IS
TANNING
BED IS BACK

IDENTIFICATION INSURANCE—Reserve
Deputy Sheriff Wayne Valentine of Grant County
f ingerprints Sarah Slain with the help of her

by Charity Singleton
staff reporter
As part of the Senior Seminar
requirement, Senior business and
accounting majors had the
opportunity to take a field trip to
Chicago over Interterm.
According to Robert Gortner,
associate professor of business, 74
students and four professors
participated in the trip which
included visits to the Subaru-Isuzu
Automotive Assembly Plant;
Spiegel,
Inc.;
McDonald's
Hamburger University, IBM; and
Hufford Furniture Co.
The group also visited
ServiceMaster, Inc.; Pacific Garden
Mission; and Western-CullenHayes, Inc. Gortner said.
Gortner added that a scheduled
trip to the Chicago Board of Trade
was cancelled because of "anti
terrorism security provisions."
"Reactions were mixed for
most of the places we visited,"
Gortner said, "but the highlight of

Summit Bank's SummiTeller automated teller
machine is open 24 hours a day. 7 days a week
for your convenience. Stop by the SummiTeller
machine located in the Dining Commons at
Taylor University today-or tonight-to
•withdraw funds from your account.

SuMMf

mother, Michele Slain, during last Saturday's
Kid's Carnival held in the Hodson Dining
Commons.

Business students see Chicago,
experience inner-city mission

CASH AND CARRY.

998-7182
1517 S. Second St.
(next to Swallow-Robin)

photo by Steve Hokn

the trip for most was the visit to the
Pacific Garden Mission."
A male chorus, under the
leadership of senior Mark Gove,
and a saxophone solo by senior
Mitch Bcaverson, were the special
music for the service.
Following the service, Gortner
said, "Students were deeply touched
While at the Pacific Garden
Mission,
Taylor
students
participated in a worship service
with some of the homeless and
underpriveledged of Chicago,
Gortner said.

and gave a substantial offering to
the Pacific Garden Mission."
Students were also able to
interact with Taylor Alumni at a
Chicago-style Pizza Dinner at
Nancy's Stuffed Pizza Restaurant,
arranged by the West Suburban
Chicago Taylor Club, he said.
Other professors that made the
trip to Chicago with Gortner and the
Taylor students were Robert
Benjamin, associate professor of
accounting; James Coe, associate
professor of business; and Richard
Seaman, assistant professor of
business.
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Taylor captures district title; headed to Kansas City
by Mark Syswerda
sports editor

The Taylor Trojans returned to
championship form by capturing
their fifth NAIA District 21 title in
eight years, defeating Franklin
College 78-60 in Wednesday night's
District 21 title game.
The Trojans, with a record of
31-3 (and ranked 12th in the nation),
now move on to the NAIA National
Tournament in Kansas City, Mo.
Franklin closed out their season at
20-7.
First-round action of the NAIA
Championships begins on Tuesday.
Taylor, the ninth seed, will face
Francis Marion of S.C at 12:30 p.m,
central time, 1:30 p.m. Taylor time,
on Tuesday, March 12.
The Trojan's goal all season
was to return to Kemper Arena, the
site of the NAIA Championships,
after missing out last year when
they suffered a semifinal-loss to
eventual District 21 champion
IUPUI.
This year, the Trojans fulfilled
their goal, although not without a
struggle.
After quickly disposing of
Marian College 68-42 in their first
game of the tournament, Taylor
faced a determined Indiana Tech
squad in the semifinals.
Close throughout the entire
game, Taylor finally prevailed after
clutch play in the game's final
minute to win, 78-73.
Junior Ty Plait led all scorers
in that game with 26 points, while

SAC

senior Rod Chandler added 15
points.
Entering the championship
game against Franklin, the game
was expected to be a tightly
contested match. Each team had
won in overtime on their home
courts (Taylor 85-78, Franklin 9792).
Taylor opened up a 10-point
lead early in the first half only to see
Franklin close it to four at 36-32,
early in the second half.
But Taylor kept up its intensity
and gradually pulled away en route
to their victory.
According to Head Coach Paul
Patterson, the team played very
intelligently over the last two games.
"We didn't get down after we
made mistakes," Patterson said.
"We kept on playing with great
determinatibn."
Patterson also thought that
conditioning was a factor in the
championship victory over Franklin.
"I thought we were in a little
better shape than they (Franklin)
were, and it showed up late in the
game," Patterson said. "In our
previous two games with them, we
were playing our fourth game in a
week, so I think we were physically
ready this time."
Freshman Steve Mozingo led
the Taylor attack with 17 points that
saw five players in double figures.
Sophomore Micah Newhouse and
senior Dale Miller both added 13
points, while Piatt added 12, and
junior David Wayne had 10.

presents

TROJANS HUSTLE FOR VICTORY—(left photo)
Freshman Steve Mozingo's pass is too quick for
Franklin's Scott Roberts. Mozingo led all Taylor
scorers with 17 points in Wednesday nights win

Equestrian rider receives Fitch award
by Mark Syswerda

March 9- Custer and Hoose
dinner theatre- $3 at the door
March 13Nostalgia Night

"Rock Around
the Clock"
March 15-Rich Mullins in concert
$7 in advance, $8 at the door
March 16- coffeehouse with

Barb Schloff
"acoustic at its best"

over Franklin College. Senior Pete Newhouse
fightsforanotherreboundasRodChandler,senior
anticipates the outlet pass. Taylor will open
tournament play on Tuesday in Kansas City.

sports editor

Junior Lisa Loy became the
first Taylor equestrian rider ever to
capture the Fitch Award for Taylor s
region.
The Fitch Award is based on
the total number of points that a
rider in the open division

accumulates over the entire season,
and the number of points is
dependent upon what place the rider
receives in the competition.
According to Loy, to win the
award you had to be consistently
good, day in and day out
'Tt takes a lot of consistency
throughout the whole year, because
you have to perform well at all of
your meets," she said.

Fannie May Easter candy
chocolates, jelly beans
For that special person, friend, fatnilyeveryone enjoys Fannie May candy

Loy captured the award by
narrowly defeating two Purdue
riders on the last day of competition.
Even
with
the
tight
competition, Loy believes that none
of the other riders from other schools
have hard feelings.
"They were all excited for me.
Even though we were competing all
year, they are really nice people,"
Loy said.
The Fitch Award qualifies her
for the Intercollegiate National
Horseshow in Roanoke, Va. from
May 3-5.
Loy, along with the Fitch
Award winners from other regions
around the country, will compete in
the flats and fences categories.
Loy, along with 11 other Taylor
equestrian riders, also compete in
regionals on April 6 at the JTL
Stables in Marion.
Winners from the regionals
advance to "zone" meets, and then
from zones to the national meet.
This year is the first year that
Taylor has ever held the regional
meet.

